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SGA looks
at securit y
ca meras
to defer
vandalism
• .I

fey KATIE HAMM
Staff writer
Up for debate at tonight's
Presidents'
Council
meeting
Thursday, Nov. 7, is a motion calling
for security cameras to be installed in
the Hillside parking lot.
*; The motion is in response to the
numerous acts of vandalism that have
already occurred this year.
¦
7 The Hillside lot is the only lot mentioned in the motion and was chosen
because most of the vandalism perpetrated this year has occurred there.
While members of the Presidents'
Council would like to see cameras in
all the parking lots, it may not be
finantially feasible at the moment.
¦; "The Hillside lot is the lot of choice
for theft and vandalism," Director of
Security Peter Chenevert said. "In
order to do it right, it would be pretty
expensive," he said.
The total cost of putting cameras
into the Hillside lot is estimated at
$20,000 to $30,000. At least eight cameras would be needed in the Hillside
lot, two for each of the four levels, and
each of them would cost between
$1,500 and $4,000, depending on
whether tlie cameras are stationary or
rotating. The costs of a contractor and
surveyor to look at the exact number
Continued on Page 2
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Creative Writing program slated for expansion
By JON SELBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF ..
This year, as part of the strategic
plan for the next decade, the administration is beginning a detailed assessment of the creative writing program
at Colby.
The program faculty,with support
from Colby College President William
D. Adams, will be "bringing national
experts to campus to help develop
future directions for the program.
Among the topics to be considered are
the structure of the curriculum and
the concentration, and the possibility
of a physical space dedicated to the
program, Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of Faculty Edward
Yeterian wrote.
Creative writing, the most popular

concentration on campus, is overenrolled and nearly 70 students are
turned away each year from taking
intro-levelWriting courses, Director of
creative writingDebra Spark said.
The Creative Writing Planning
Committee has begun brainstorming
ways to expand the program's course
offerings. The committee is considering the creation of screenwriting and
playwriting classes as well as the possibility of having JanPlan courses on
children's writing, journalism and feature writing, Spark said.
To increase the number of courses
offered within the program, the committee is looking outside the English
Department to create more interdistiplinary opportunities. Up for consideration is a course in conjunction with
psychology on the creative process

Colby annoyrices
Watson nominees
By MIRANDA SUATERMAN
STAFF WRITER

Dan Chiacos '03, Shannon Corliss
'03, Kelly Miller '03 and Jonathan
Silberstein-Loeb '03 have been selected
by the College to move on to the second round in the competition for the
Thomas J. Watson Fellowship.
Watson Fellows are given $22,000 to
complete a year of independent study
and travel in a foreign country.
Although the final results will not
be .announced until March 18, 2003,
German Professor, Watson Foundation
Liaison and Chair of the Colby Watson
Committee Jim Mclntyre is confident
that one or two of the candidates will
be selected.
"Since entering the program in
1970-1971, Colby has always gotten at
least one award and frequently
received two. To date we have had 53
fellows," he said.
The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship
began in 1968 as a way to allow college

j ry We turn away
a student f or
every student we
accep t. lJ d like the
creative writing p rogram to be one of
the best in the coun-

Mr
— Jennifer Finney Boylan
Eng lish Dept. Co-Chair
and a translation class with the Ian
guage departments, Spark said.

- The creative writing program has
permission to hire a new poet next
year, but because Dana Professor of
Poetry Ira Sadoff will no longer be
teaching poetry, the new professor
will have to fill Sadoff's place and will
only be able to teach three new courses, Spark said.
'
It has not been determined
whether the creative writing program
will get one of the coveted 10 new professors allowed for in the Strategic
Plan.
Program faculty is considering a
variety of extracurricular options, to
better the concentration as well.
Possibilities indude a creative writing
publication, an expanded visiting
writer series program with workshops
and a guest writer in residence program among others.

Former poet laureate Robert
Pinsky will come to campus Dec. 4, to
help the creative writing faculty assess
the program.
Pinsky is f amous f or his populist
efforts to make poetry accessible. He
started the successful Favorite Poems_
Project in 1997, which has collected
18,000 poetry submissions from citizens around the country.
. ;-;
After Pinsky, writers Philip Girard
and Susan Hubbard will come to cam^
pus in April to "help us lay out the
nuts and bolts and determine our pri¦ ;.
orities,". Spark "said.
"It's a matter of truth in advertisf
ing," English Professor Jennifer
Finney Boylan said, "we turn away, a
student for every student we accept.
I'd like the creative writing program
to be one of the best in the country" ;

OLD SV.AS. WINTER JUMPED THE GUN

:

graduates to engage in a year of study
and travel after graduation. Students
must design a detailed project that
reflects their interest and commitment
to a particular concern or problem. The
project cannot involve study at a foreign institution and it must involve
travel to areas where the student has
not previously lived for an extended
period of time.
"I. always knew I was going to
apply but wasn't quite sure if I felt
strongly enough about something with
whidi I could pursue a Watson. My
experience [abroad as a junior] in Chile
gelled it for me, and I knew I wanted to
something about the music for charango," Chiacos said.
' The charango is a cross between a
mandolin and a ukulele,
"I will be traveling the highlands of
Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador learning
playing, collecting recording and transcribing the music for charango. I will
Continued on Page 3
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Snow arrived earl y this year, turning the campus into a winter wonderland , but it melted quickly.

Waterville recognizes poor condition of roads Examining spBirctual life '
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City looks to
state for funding

By ALEXIS GRANT
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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Although the city of Waterville
recognizes the poor condition of
many of its roads, it currently lacks
adequate funds to make repairs.
In
February,
the
Maine
Department of Tftinsportation will
inform the city of how much funding
will be available for these purposes.
"In the past two summers, I have

ridden my motorcycle over the entire

state of Maine. If I was a vision-
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impaired person r iding on the b ack

of the bike, I would know immediately when I entered Wnterville—the
roads and streets in this town arc the
worst in the sta le, bar , none,"
Director of Safely Bruce McDougnl
said, ,
"We're not meeting [our responsibility to moke] passable roads in
Waterville," Wnlervlllc Public Works
Director Gregory Urown paid. "We
j ust don 't hnvo enough funds to do

everything we should do. Part of the state in February regarding funding.
The roads leading to the Colby
problem is that they are sta te roads,
and major maintenance is the campus are also the responsibility of
responsibility of the state, not the the city.
"The College is not allowed, nor
city. The city is responsible for minor
does it have funds, to make any
repairs such as potholes."
Brown exp lained that re-paving changes or perform any maintenance
on
them,"
Washington Road
McDougal said.
woul d mer ely be
"The Colby Master
putting a "BandP la n propo ses to
Aid" over a probmake some parts
lem that necessiof them Colby
tates
significant
owned , but that is
repair.
in the future."
"These
have
"The state, the
been neglected for
city and Colby
so long that they're
have been through
in need of major,
a number of disimme dia te repair,"
cussions about the
he said. The city is
roads an d how we
avoid ing the miscan repair them.
take it made in
— Gregory Brown But
because Colby
1997, when it spent
Public Works Director is currentl y plan$27,000 to fix
nin g to construct a
Armstronc Road.
"We di dn 't fix th e problem ," new bypass as part of tho Strateg i c
Ca mpus Plan , at th is point it would
Brown said, "we Just painted it,"
According to Urown, tlio slate is not be prudent to put money Into a
nwnre of the "extremely poor condi- road that may bo abandoned ,"
tion " of the roads in Watervillo, Ho Brown sold.
Tho condition of tho roads is a
expects to hear good news from the
problem for pedestrians as well,
"The biggest complaint we have
[from the Watervillo community in
regards lo Colby] is Colby j oggers
running up around tho campus,"
Wntervillc Police Chief John Morris
said,
In oidor to meet the needs of
wnlkors, joggers nnd bikers, the city
of Wntervillc is considering constructing now recreational irnlls on
each Blclo of tho Kennebec River nnd
nlong the MessnlonsI<oo Stream,
"Tho city of Wnterville currentl y
has n trai ls committee group, nncl the
sink) Is very Interested in pulling
bike and pedestrian trails In tho
men," Brown .mid. "Thoro is n need,
nnd n deslro nnd potentially funding
for Irnilf ). Bui obviously those things
IH.AI) HliYMOUK/TI III COI.IIY I.CI 10 toko Homo llmo."

of
Part
the
^y
p roblem is
that they are state
roads, and maj or
maintenance is the
resp onsibility of the
state, not
^
Jt^-r
the city.

The roads hi Waterville may he the worst in the State of Malm.

on a secular campus

By EMMA McCANDLESS
FEATURES EDITOR

members come for the company of
other Jews," Hanson said.
For Passover dinner, the club's
Do Colby students reall y largest function , 175 students show
"ignore God on a regular basis," as up, Hanson said.
"Hillel at Colby is about enjoythe Princeton Review says?
Few students actively partici - ing our Jewish traditions with
pate in campus religious organiza- other Jews on campus," Han son,
tions, indicating that most Colby said.
"All in all there is a strong spirit
students are not openly cpnecrned
with spirituality,but those students of commitment among the students
who seek spiritual life at Colby to Jewish values, which extends
have had success,
beyond mer e par och ia l concerns
Thre e of Col by 's rel igious orga- and embraces the larger issues of
n i zat ions are B'na i B' rith Hillel, the society and jus tice which confront
Cathol i c Newman Counc i l an d th e Colby commun ity," club ndvi*
Collectiv e for Insight , R efuge an d sor Rabb i Raym ond Krinsky sa i d of
Celebrat i on of Lif e
tho Jewish comExperience (CIRCLE), Few students activel y mun ity at Colb y.
B'nai B'rith Hillel
The Cath olic
is a national Jewish p artici pate in student
Newman Council
organ ization for coli s one of thr ee
lege students. The reli gious organiza- .
Chr istian-based
Catholic
Newman
groups on cm1 .
Council provides reli- tions , but those who
pus , Th e group
gious servi ces f or
part icipates 'Iri
Catholic
stu dents. do seek to find sp iri - community serTho CIRCLE, formed
vice proj ects a h d
in 1998, is a club for TUA L life at Colby
iri
conducts
. ii}
alternate or non-traminimi
hungei;
ditional spiritualiti es, HAVE HAD SUCCESS.
banqu et in the
"As a Jew on camspring nnd "a
pus, I enjoy the fa ct
hunger fast ' njt
;¦ ';•
that Colby Is not religious," Thanksgiving.
Brighton Hanson '03, co-president
Elizabeth Jackson '03, presi dont
of B' nni B'rith Hill el, snid , "I identi- of tlie Newman Council , believes
fy with my Judaism In a secular Hint brond m embership nnd
way—I enjoy the culture and trad i- activism within the religious
tions of my Jewish roots ,"
groups on cnmpiis is proof thai
f-'fnnson is characteristic of moot Colby students nro spiritually
members of Hillel , The , group hosts nwnr e ,
> .'
n Friday night Shnbbn l dinner
Th e Newninn Council meets six
every week and on nvorng e to seven limes n week, Jackson '
between five nnd 10 peopl e ntlond , snid, Most of the meetings nro pre.!
Hnnflon snid ,
ly small , Jnckson snid , nnd only Civil
"There nre definitely I'ollglous to 10 filuclonlH attend on a dn 'ilg
Jews hero nncl thoy show up to bnsiH , Tlie largest weekly event
Friday night services,".
Newman Council IiohIh Is its Friday
Special events nn cl religious hol- dinner discussions, in which . meniS
idays garner between 30 nnd 50
(Undents , "but the majority of Hlllol
Continued on Pnge 2
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' The .Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
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Letters
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and indude
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances, print
ah unsigned letter.
7 If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3;5'' disk or via e-mail at echo@colbv.edu. The Echo reserves .the right to edit all
submissions.
Editorials
The Editorials ate the official opinion, of the paper. Opinions expressed in. the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not of the
Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872,.78fi. e-mail echo@colbv.edu. or fax (207)872-3555.
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Specialists debate black reparations at Colby
By KATE RUSSQ

NEWS EDITOR

Two worthy adversaries debated the issue of black reparations in
Cotter Union Sunday, Nov. 3.
University of San Diego School
of Law Professor Roy L. Brooks
argued for reparations against
Reginald Jones/ a spokesman for
Project 21, an African-American
conservative group.
Jones, an eclectic mix of conservatism and black power, was
against reparations because he felt
they would never be obtained arid
because asking for them would
undermine blacks' efforts toward
racial equality. Jones, who quoted
Elijah Mohammed and Booker T.
Washington, claimed that the only
way blacks will obtain the treatment they deserve is not by asking
for handouts from the government
but by developing a black community, controlled by blacks for
blacks.
Jones said the reparation
money would not stay in the black
community for long.)
"Ninety-five cents out of every,
dollar does not stay in our community...It's going to come out of
our pockets because, hold on to
your hats, blacks do pay taxes,"
Jones'said.
"Itfsfnot a lack of capital, it's a
lack aafi direction," he said. The
image.of the ghetto is not erased
and eVen welcomed "because once
the victimization is removed, then
comes expectation."
Brooks believes that government money should be given to
the black community, not to individuals. Reparations of this sort
would not be a hand-out, but
"restitution for lost, stolen or dis-

By ALEXIS GRANT
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Seiko Ikeda, a survivor of the
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national conflicts.
Ikeda, vice chair of the board
of d irectors of the Hirosh ima
Prefecture Confederation of ABomb Sufferers Organizations,
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missed economic and social and
general capital. General meaning:
the life and liberty lost," he said.
Brooks favored the atonement
model of compensation as
opposed to the tort model. The
atonement model requires the
government to formally apologize
fpr slavery and the 100 years of
Jim Crow that followed, whereas
the tort model only demands
financial reparations.
"Once the Congress acknowledges its guilt, it has the burden of
making those words believable.
They can only show atonement b y
a heroic task...Reparations are the

rhetoric of apology into a meaningful act," Brooks said.
"An apology doesn't mean a
thing to me. The suffering of my
ancestors means a lot to me. The
way I pay them, back is being the
best I can be," Jones said. "The
majority of the people in this
country did not own slaves, and it
is unjust to make them pay. The
black community should not put
the time and energy into something that will not bear fruit in the
end. Time and energy should be
put into renewing our families
and heritage," Jones said.
"People said that the Civil

Two victims of violence speak for peace
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Professor Roy L. Brooks (lef t) and Project 21 spo kesman Reginald J ones debate reparations.
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used a translator to speak to the

crowd about the 1945 bombing.
She was 12 years old during the
"ba ptism of radiation," and only
1.5 kilometers from the hypocen-

m_l_______ «!__.r''_WT_W

ter.
"No words can describe the
agony I suffered from in my
youth," Ikeda said. "Since then,
we A-bomb survivors experienced
great tragedy. That war is still
going on. It's not over."
"No more war, no more nuclear
weapons," she said. "I believe that
if we keep fi ghting [against war]
we can find a strong network for
peace in the future."
Rice is a member of Peaceful
Tomorrows, an advocacy organization foun ded b y family members of Sept. 11 victims. Rice's
older brother Dav id worked on
the 104th floor of the second tower
and died when the second pl ane
hit.
The members of Peaceful
Tomorrows are "concerned that
our grief and loss would be utilized in retaliation," he said.

"My principles have stayed the
same [since directly after the
attacks]," Rice said. "I think that's
a testament. To explain away the
bombing as a simple hate of freedom would have been an affront
to [my brother]," he said.
Rice emphasized a non-violent
approach to both the current war
in Af ghanistan and to the conflict
in Iraq. He reminded the audience, "it's not the sons of George
Bush and Donald Rumsfield" who
will be going to war, "but minorities and other people looking for
an education." A non-violent resolution might seem "impossible,"
but so did the attack on the United
States, he said.
The lecture was presented by
Colby 's
Reli gious
Studies
Dep artment an d sponsored by
East Asian studies and a grant
from the Freeman Foundation.
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many as 15 students attend. Public

events, such as the maypole dance
in the spring, dr aw a larger crowd ,
Maril yn R, Pukkila, acting head of
reference and instruction librarian
and faculty advisor to the CIRCLE,
said.
According to Pukkila, Colby students are "definitel y a spiritual
bunch. I think we need to expand
our ideas of religion beyond j ust

the church, syn a gogue or mosqu e,"
she said.
"They must have been using a
very narrow d efinition of god,"
Pukk ila sai d of the Princeton
Review, "The vast majority of
Colby students have spirituality in
their lives and practice their spirituality, It is important not be limited to the traditional notions of god
when exploring these issues."
Next week, look for the follow-up
article on religion at Colby and the
Colby Muslim Group, Gathering in
Christ Together and Colby Christian
Fellowship.

Rights Movement would lead tdY
nothing," Brooks countered.
':-.
Harriet S. and George Cn
Wiswell Jr. Assistant Professor ¦of
American Constitutional Law>
Joseph Reisert moderated the
.
- .*. •-,
debate.
Attendance . was low, but!
Reisert thought the debate was. a:
¦> '
success.
"Very interesting ideas were!
raised," he said.
.. .
The Pugh Community Board,,
along with the Cotter Deba>t£
Fund, sponsored the event.
;:
-_
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of cameras also have to be considered,...
The cameras would be recorded3rjj|
the Security office, and "if something- ,'
did happen we would go back to the;J
videotape," Chenevert said.
YJ
It is unknown where money for the *
cameras would come from. There axln
"issues here that would first have2oJ
be solved before we ever get to the J
question of cost," Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Student^
,% '' '
"
Janice Kassman said.
"This is in response to more and ,
more stu den ts' cars being broken,
into," jun ior class representative
Amelia Confalone '04, co-sponsoring
the motion, said. Peter Brush '03, pres:,
ident of Sturtevant Residence Hall^is,
\„ ialso sponsoring the motion.
"It is a large expense,' but there is_a ;
long-term benef it for 10 years, 20;
years down the road. Eighty percent
of vandalism that occurs is in Hillside.
If s the only one that really needs il_
If s the most remote on campus, Unfairly large and it's extremely accessi»>
ble from outside of Colby," Brush
said.
., _ "While it would be ideal to have
security cameras in all lots, we need tcj
look at the feasibility of this—a policy
of one lot a t a time will hopefully lead)
to fa ster implementation than if we.
were to ask for all lots at the same
time," Emma James '05, president of
|->;
Coburn Residence Hall, said,

^^ Ml

was $26.85/case
Ht Q.99
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bers and non-members discuss controversial Catholic topics. Ten to 12
students usually show up to these
events. Forty students attend
Sunday Mass, Jackson said.
"In nurturing Catholic life on
campus, we gather to celebrate the
sacraments,
especially
the
EuQjjaJist, reconciliation, baptisms
and ", . confirmation,"
Catholic
Campus Minister and Assistant
Catholic Chaplain Rachel Nelson,
said, "We also meet for prayer,
scripture study, retreats, socials and
mini-courses."

The CIRCLE hosts events three

times a month, and although 46
people are on their active mailing
list, only six to 12 students show up
regularly. At larger events such as
the club' s pot luck d inners, as
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tii|cMwatching
on TV?professional
I |.|
Head to, . .
W^Mfng
Jwii^lbw, Me, Sunday, Nov. 10
(.j>f' the 5th annual Maine,, •
Skirmish
Grapp ling^ .
Championshi ps and add a little %
local color to your combat fetish. -I
Grapp ling is a form of figh t;. '
Ing that consists of jujltsu, judo,,, ,:
sambo ¦ and
wrestl ing,,, '
Children's competitions start nt
10:30 n.m , Adult skirmish wills.
begin at 2:30 p.m. Be sure to",
keep your evening free, ns well/
to watch the top compoliloro ,
battle It out for the title belt, /
Seven dollars buys one all-dny..<
sent nt the competition. For
more Information visit tho*-.
events
Web
situ.
(www.ni .golf ire.com / me2 / skirmish/indox.htnr .1) or coll (207), .
873-0.07,

WATSONs Varied projectsp roposed f o rf ellowship
Continued from Page 1.

organizations," she said.
proposal,
Silberstein-Loeb's
Fledgling
"Journalism
in- a
Democracy: the South- African
Press," will examine the success and
freedom of the press in South Africa.
Silberstein-Loeb intends to interview

remnants oi apartheid, how they are
affected by large international , news
conglomerates in Europe and
America and how they are using the
Internet to combat the effects of globalization. If the press is an instrument
of knowledge arid freedom, what is

rarigo. I will create an audio-visual
ajitliology with recordings, transcriptions and photographs of the music
*$i its musicians," Chiacos said,
indicating the importance of learning
atjp ut the instrument in
il-Hiatural environment.
•;»Corliss': . . project,
'ground the World in
^Cheeses," focuses on
wjf production process
aricl gastronomic history
cjf-' cheese in various
tftauntries of Western
Igurope such as Ireland,
FiSrice, Italy and Spain.
^." I n c r e a si n g l y,
cjteese-production is
fcjeing modernized and
industrialized in a
search for lower production costs and higher profit margins,
farmers making their
cheeses in accordance
with
centuries-old
methods are finding it
difficult to compete. I
SUZANNE SKINNER/THE COLBY ECHO
dm
interested
in
Watson Fellowship nominees (left to right ) J on Silberstein-Loeb '03 , Shannon
immersing myself in the
'03, Dan Chiacos '03 and Kelly Miller '03.
cheese-making process- Corliss
es that have withstood
the test of time but now run the risk reporters and editors, newspapers the future of the press in South Africa
of completely succumbing to large and press organizations to determine and what does its future mean for
how the South African press is cop- democracy there?"
modern factories," Corliss said.
. When accepting graduates, the
i "• Miller hopes to study the process ing with the conflicting influences of
of'Pentecostal conversion in Brazil.
globalization and technology in the Watson Foundation looks for indi:¦••"! will consider race, gender and face of lingering vestiges of viduals who demonstrate integrity,
imagination, strong ethical character,
class as variables in my investigation. apartheid.
"Freedom of the press did not intelligence and the promise of cre!• will mostly be studying in urban
centers of Brazil focusing on the exist in South Africa until 1994..I ative achievement and excellence
Assembly of God and United want to see how newspapers are within a chosen field.
Pentecostal Church International dealing with their new rights and the

Where do these yummy cookies come from?

JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby 's bakery, attached to the steam p lant, employs three bakers
that produce about 6050 baked goods every week.
By KATE RUSSO
InJEWS EDITOR
;• To produce the 5040 cookies, 2016
muffins, 130 loaves of bread and 105
pies, and cakes eaten by Colby students each week, bakers work from 3
a.m. to 11 a.m. every day baking and
p'repping for the following night in
shifts.
• Often, students think that each
dining hall bakes its own desserts,
pastries and breads, but all the baked
gdods are made in a bakery located
behind the woodsmen's field,

attached to the steam plant.
Currently, the bakery has three full
time employees and one part-time
employee.
The bakery was located in Dana
Dining Hall until 1999, when the dining hall was renovated. Dining
Services decided to move the bakery
out of Dana because the space was
too small.
"It was very confined for them,"
Dining Services Production Manager
Jody Pelotte said.
The current space, although dis-

tant from the dining halls, is better
than the cramped space in Dana. The
bakery was moved behind the steam
plant as a temporary measure until
Roberts Union is remodeled with a
professional bakery.
"They have a lot more space and
tend not to be bumping into people as
much. The space frees them up to do
more," Pelotte said.
"The variety has expanded; and
the quality of the baked goods has
gotten better. Students love the chocolate-chip cookies," he said.
Although the change was an
improvement, the bakery is not up to
par. The equipment, is outdated and
the facility is not large enough,
Pelotte said.
"The idea was to renovate Roberts
Dining Hall next and make a state-ofthe-art bakery," Pelotte said. The renovations are scheduled for 2004,
Pelotte said. Once that happens,
"they will be able to make more, better."
"Its incredible the amount of
things they create down here. We are
very proud of them," Pelotte said.
Colby 's baking staff secretly
entered their own cookie recipe in
this year's Kassman Cookie Contest
and made it into the top three, Pelotte
said.
"We were proud of that," Pelotte
said, "but you can't compete with the
Andes Mints cookies," the first-place
cookie made by Shannon Corliss '03.

- This week,Managing Ed itor Suzanne
Skinner chatted with Waterville Fire
Department Captain David LaFountain.
Born: May 21, 1957 in Wellsville, N.Y.
Education: Degree in fire fi ghting
from Southern Maine Technical
College.
•, . •>
Suzanne: When did you move to
,7 ..
Winslow?
David: I was only about a year or two
years old. I like the Central. Maine
area. I've been around; as a family we
traveled;but I like it here. If s safe. If s
a small community where you get the
pros and the cons of everybody
knowing everybody else
S: How long have you been a firefighter?
D: I didn't get into firefi ghting until I
was in college; I actually,-, went to
study criminal justice. While I was a
police officer working in Winslow, I
realized that it really wasn't for me.
There's a second culture, a second
society that nobody else • knows
about. While I was working? as a
police , officer, I saw the fireilguys
working and got some training with
them, and I thought this is good; people, when they see a red light show
up in front of their house, they want
you there. When you had a blue light
on your car, they didn't want you
there.
S: What are some of the most interesting calls you've been on as a firefi ghter?
D: On one of the calls after I was
hired here I went up to Colby
College, where in Roberts Hall there
used to be residential rooms on the
top three floors. There was a party up
there. There was a guy and a girl in
the elevator. The guy wanted to play
and the girl didn't. Basically what
ended up happening was they
stopped die elevator, the doors came
open, the lady ended up getting out
of the elevator, but falling down into
the pit. The gentleman (and I use. the
term loosely), just lowered the car
and walked away leaving her down

EDITOR IN CHIEF
¦

¦.''Y
.'¦> To better protect the environment,
College officials are investigating the
possib ility of purchasing environmentally friendly vehicles and equipment
for the Physical Plant Department.
. During the weekend of Oct. 14,
fcplby physi cal plant officers met with
pther New England college physical
Jj lant employees to discuss a variety of
green alternatives in campus maintenance,
J Part of the symposium was a vehicle show in which various companies
displayed their hybrid cars, bi-fueled
jyeliiclcs and electric, battery-operated
Jawn mowers,
i PPD has tried out several John Deer
electric vehicles and utility wagons
comparable to Kawasaki Mules, Bruce
McDougal, director of safe ly,said.
j This winter PPD will test-drive a bij fuoled vehicle that runs on a combination of propane and gas from the Ford
Motor Company, Patri cia Murphy,
director of the Ph ys i cal Plant
(Departm ent said, The vehicle burns
]jnB cleaner and more efficiently than
Inostcors.
"The biggest problem with the olcc.ric-operated vehicles is that thoy arc
lot good in the snow because they arc
.o lig ht , McDougal said. It seems
_inlil<ely that the Office of Security will
nvesl in electric powered vehicles nny-

Imo soon because Security requires

four-wheel drive vehicles that can
:nrry n number of passengers,
VTcDougnl snid.
PPD Is nlso looking Into purchasing
small , battery-operated, electric lawn

mowers. The mowers would be used
to cut the lawn close to dormitories
and other campus buildings and
around trees where larger mowers cannot go.
Compared to regular gas-powered
mowers, the electric mowers aro significantl y cleaner. According to one Web
site, mowi ng your lawn for one h our
with a conventional gas lawn mower
can cause more air pollution than driving from Madison to Chicago and
back in a new car.
According to McDougal, the lawn
mower ba tter ies a re good for six to
ei ght hours of cont i nue d use an d onl y
need to be plugged in overnight to
recharge.
"They make it very easy," he said.
• Because the electric mowers are
much moro quiet than gas mowers,
PPD woul d be able to cut the grass
aroun d d orms earl y in the morning
and even outsi de classrooms during
the day.
"Around the residence halls they
get complaints when people mow at 7
a.m. and students arc trying to sleep

in the pit. It was a matter of well
now we know we have an injured
person down in the pit of the elevator,
how are we going to get there."
S: How often do you think the fire
trucks come up to Colby?

The worst
night was a
coup le graduations
ago. We were up there
all night because
there was at least a
couple p eop le setting
f iresin every
«R«F
dump ster.
^y

—- David LaFountain
Captain, WFD

D: I know when the kids are back in
school. When Thomas and Colby are
back in school, the kids usually let
their hair down the first couple of
weeks, and we get a lot of alcoholpoisonings or just plain too much alcohol on board. After that it calms
down a little bit. I don't think we're
up there excessively.The worst night,
I remember, was a couple gradua-

'

¦

tions ago, actually the night before
graduation. We were up there all
night long because there was at least
a couple people setting fires in every
dumpster. They had taken furniture
out of the dorms and were having
bonfires. It was absolutely ridiculous.
A terrible, terrible night. Besides that,
we get alarms I'd say half a dozen
times year, maybe just from kids
pulling pull stations, as they go out
the door at 1:00 in the morning as the
party is winding down.
S: How does the department view
Colby?
D: I think if s like anything else; its
not one general departmental opinion of Colby.We obviously feel better
responding to legitimate emergencies
than non-emergencies, but thaf s a
statement as a whole.
S: The fire alarms in the dorms are
connected to Security rather than the
department. Has that always been
the case?
D: Colby,believe it or not, is ahead of
the curve with other colleges as far as
getting the dormitories sprinklered
and having fire alarms in there. When
we go to inspection training with the
National Fire Inspection Assoriation,
they'll ask "how many of your dorms
are sprinklered," all of them. "Well
geez, we're fighting to do that as
well."
W
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and right outside classrooms and
meetings on a hot day when win d ows
are open," McDougal said.
But the mowers don't come cheaply. One mower costs $6,000, McDougal
said. Hi gh-end John Deere gas-powered sit-down mowers cost around
$5,000.
Largo diesel, lodge-area mowers
cost Colby about $60,000, Grounds and
Mov i ng Superv isor Kei th Stockfor d
said.
Money for the battery-operated
lawn mowers a nd cars would come
from PPD's bud get , Murphy said.
Murphy is in the process of calculating
next year 's budget, but nothing has
been laid out for the board of trustees
meeting in January, she said. PPD has
looked into several companies and has
requested more information, Murp hy
said.
"If s something we'll be lo oking nt
in the future, not soincthing we'll be
looking nt this point," Stockford said.
"It depends on the trustees and what
they decide in January."

2002 lovejoy Award Annouricement V yZ ,'y
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David LaFountain, captain of the Waterville Fire Dept . talks
about non-emergency ca lls to Colby.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

College con siders green vehicles fo r PPD

By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB

Water ville Fire Dept.
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Invest In YOURSELF!
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• Graduates of the MS in Information Technology become knowledgeablein:
,

?

DatabaseSystems

?

Softwar e Design

• Networking

;

•

Human-ComputerInteraction

?

Strategic Management oi WormationTechnology

Graduates also completean in-depthspecializationin oneof theabove
fields or inlntorma
tionSystemsEngineering, E-Business or Bicinlorrmtics.

Giveyourselfayear.._ and a new career
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Opinions Editor Emily Honig

7'*

Editorials

I The Health Center should stay open
Garrison-Foster Health Center should not discontinue 24-hour
Th e
service because students, however few, rely on the health center at
all times.
Students who get sick in the middle of the night, others who need
someone to talk to and still others who prefer to check into the Health
Center as opposed to a hospital, deserve 24-hour coverage.
' Inland and Thayer hospitals — the two that are near Colby —have
more serious patients to treat than Colby students with a flu or cold.
Students will not get the same personal treatment that is available in the
Health Center. Students should not be required to check into the hospital
if they have minor problems that require minimal attention.
,, '• Students will be reticent to call CER for help with intoxicated friends if
they know their friend will be carted off to the hospital instead of the
Health Center. Often Colby students do not need to be hospitalized, they
n eed care and privacy.The Health Center provides this care and a personal, comfortable environment.
,, One of the main arguments for shutting the Health Center down at
night is that given the statewide shortage of nurses and the comparatively low nighttime demand for care, hiring a night nurse makes little financial sense. This argument quantifies the number of students that use the
Health Center in crude way.So long as there is a demand, however small,
the Health Center should remain open.
7. Others argue that hiring a nurse, given the shortage of nurses, is a
.strain on the community. The Echo questions this correlation and finds it
hard to believe that there are no qualified nurses who would prefer working part-time at Colby than at a major hospital. Sending Colby students to
.local emergency rooms with minor injuries may also outweigh the bene7fits that an extra nurse could provide.
... The administration may be in a fit of cost-cutting, but they should
remember that having a 24-hour health center is a great asset to Colby,an
important admissions selling point and a great way to help parents stay
happy,assured that their children are well-cared for.

Cameras are necessary deterrent

getting their papers back Friday.
But you guys in ol' 133 are not
villains. You call me occasionally,
but only when I've revealed my
secret telephone number (8726924) to you. Even Kasser isn't bad
C.W. Bassett
really. It's the SPAM that I delete
by the screen load that gripes me.
Before we begin with those fat Do one of you computer jocks out
and lazy ducks on Johnson Pond there know how to install a SPAM
who every year plague PPD filter? I'll pay bi g bucks—maybe
because they won't go away like $10.
ordinary ducks, I have to apoloConversely, most of you have
gize to my EN 133
eaten Spam, a
class. I was just
pinkish, gelatinous
iresentbeing lumped cube of "meat"
joki ng.
You don't over- together with truth that your mother
whelm me with eused to fry and try
mails; you over- ruins my whole image. to pass off as ham.
whelm Kasser—
It ain't ham. It may
going to
my
"cluster" Students are
not even be meat
mate—with
e- startbelievingme wheh/ (scholars disagree).
mails. And he,
But it's verifiably
dingbat that he is, i tell them they'll be
protein (says so
not only encourright on the tin),
gettingtheir papers
ages but requires
and you'd eat
you to flood him back Friday.
almost anything if
with e-mails. I'm
your mother didn't
on the recipient list
plop down another
for all these messages, most of bowl of lentils at dinner.
which are about things like truth
I used to be served Spam at colarid sense data and (recently) me. I lege; those were the nights we all
repent being lumped together with went down to Ma's Midget Lunch
truth—ruins my whole' image. and loaded up on chili. Ma's chili
Students are going to start believing me when I toll them they'll be
Continued on Page 5

I' m never
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self a beer from my six-pack of- :.',
Killian's without asking and ther*'-' '
ask if you can snag mylspot on the '.,
futon when I get up to, go to the>v..
bathroom, I have a ri ght to get-iq
'
annoyed.
;.v
. It is very easy to ignore the socially
si gnifiers that mean you should >i
leave, or at least change your attir, ." .
tude. People do this far too often. It's!iY,
a huge disappointment to be7hang. <»;
ing out in your room, cozy and^happy with the people whose cdm- ,:'i
pany you enjoy the most, and have::-,
tlie equilibrium destroyed by people."Z
who weren't invited in the first n*.
place, who will add nothing good to Y 4
the situation and who should know ". .'
Y
' .' .- "> '
better.
One big hint that should be obvi- •v
ous but isn't always: if the residents:1:'
of the room leave when you come in? ..'•>
you are probably not welcome. s . vi
o '.'t,

Emily Honig is the Echo Op inions '
Editor.
.> '_.-

By ADIL D'SOUSA

This week's question:

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

So we want diversit y? Is it because
we value diversity as a concept? Or
wil l it lo ok nice on our resu mes?
It is part of our litany of outreach
as the expression of our humanity:
we want dive rsit y for us. We want to
turn it on like a tap. If we really wanted to embrace diversit y as an idea
then we would recruit students who
have not been to school. But we want
to preserve some aspects of our
homogeneity; namely t he social and
academic parts. In short, we want to
preserve most of who we collectively
are, and veneer it with the falseness
of diversity.
Diversity is one of those words
that, because of its use at an institution, has become what it was not. It
no longer means a genuine embrace
of those alone, or an expression of
love for the different. No, we will
have to find other words to express
these feelings.
'
Someone has said that diversity is
about tolerance for others and that by
embracing diversity,you also learn to
tolerate others. This has confirmed
rny worst fears about the myth of
diversity, for tolerance is an objectionable sentiment at best, and at second best it is a true problem.
Who wants to be tolerated for
their whiteness, blackness, homosexuality, clothes or opinions? For who
they are or are not?
It is an insult to the differences
inside of someone to be tolerated.
Most would rather taste from the
chalice of confrontation then have a

fill of tolerance. At least with conf rontati on y ou fi ght to move the
proverbial fence. With tolerance you
fight to sit s quarel y on the fence, and
when t he barbed wire digs into your
bottom you sit more heavily.
But we do not tackle diversit y in
the way of confrontation. We do not
demand to kno w why there were
tombsto nes on t h e lawn in t he middle
of September, why some people on
campus believe in cannibalism as a
form of population control, why fascism is the light at the end of the tunnel. We look at the differences, smile
and make speeches about them, have
disc u ssions , amend docu ments , but
we will never be in a position to
accept them until we confront them.
You can sur round yourself with
all the diversity in the world, but little can make an imprint into your life
until you shout at it, screa m at it and
write prejudiced articles in the Echo
about it. This is the beauty and the
scourge of human existence: .confrontation. Without it, li fe takes on
t h e dull app ear an ce o f din ner at
Dana.
Even though what I have said will
strike you as odd, you will not confront the ideas. For to confront would
be to think, and that would waste too
much time. You will shrug it off with
the most damaging expression
uttered: "It's his opinion." Of course
it 's my opinion, who else's could it
be? The tendency is to dis miss raili ng
against diversity as fringe behavior.
Before I came to Mayflower Hill, I
would have done the same. After all,
diversity was a noble concept, a celebration of difference and an embrace
of the lonely. But let us not lie; diversity is not like this anymore.

The administration is considering closing the
Health Center at night. Should the health
center remain open 24 hours?
Please refer to the masthead for submission guidelines.
Editor's Note:
That no one responded- to the previous Question of the Week
(Should Colby create a Queer Studies minor?) is disappointing and
indicates that queer studies at Colby is not as important on campus
as it seemed to be.
The Echo has been a fervent supporter of the creation of a queer
studies minor in part because we believed it to be an important issue
for many students. We thought, given the demands placed before the
trustees and the administration,, that students would relish the
opportunity to make their voices heard and their opinions known
publicly.
If the reason that no one wrote either in support or against the creation of a queer studies minor at Colby is due to some negligence by
the Echo, please'be kind enough to point but our faults. If students
did not write because they felt they had adequately expressed their
opinions on the subject and did not need to repeat themselves in the
pages of the Echo, they have failed their cause. Controversial initiatives, such as a the creation of a queer studies minor, require constant
pushing and prodding before a positive solution can be obtained.
Advocates for any issue on campus should realize and take
advantage of the captive audience that constitutes the Echo 's readership. It is hard to believe that abstaining from publishing your
thoughts in the Echo makes a stronger point than publicly supporting
your views.
The purpose of the Question of the Week is to promote public discourse about important issues on campus both within tlie pages of
the Echo and without, and to give students who are not on the staff or
do not write regularly for the newspaper the opportunity to make
their voices heard.
As a student newspaper, the Echo does not want to talk to its readers, but with them. We hope, in the future, more students will take
advantage of the Echo as a viable means of expression.

Dating, relating, and fornicating: a puzzle at Colby
The Blue
Light Special
Dawn Spinner &
Jennifer Withnell
Perhaps the greatest enigma at
Colby is neither the allocation of
tuition nor the frequent disappearance
of banquet tables, but rather, the relationship.
In the middle of Maine, sometimes
it feels like students would rather be
reading Milton for 13 hours or pining

With a student body of
1,809, the thought of
marrying one of your
p eersprobably makes
you cringe, bringing to
mind incest that puts
Jerry Springer to shame.
over woody plants than snuggling
with a significant other. With a student body of . 1,809, the thought of
marrying ono of your peers probabl y
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makes you cringe, bringing to mind
incest that puts Jerry Springer to
shame. Look around tlie dining hall
and try to identify a potential mate.
Now estimate how many of your
friends or acquaintances have hooked
up with him or her. Scary, huh?
Despite the rarity of coupling, discrediting serious relationships completely would be negligent within the
scope of the issue at hand, They do
exist. You may occasionally spy some
gloved hnndholding while hustling to
your class that started 20 minutes earlier. You may even catch a glimpse of
some nookie in the Street or notice

two kids in their matching Patagonia- "•
fleeces who are about as inseparable ¦< -.
as A's and American Studies.
However, Colby students barel£i;
have the attention span to finish '«rj<
round of flip cup. If you're dishearjv *
encd by your single status, acknowl**
edge that you are part of the majority;^
and get over it.
Upon reexamination, you may
even realize that the innocence of a";
creaky bed on a Wednesday night has
actually developed into a relationships ...¦
Very often, people who claim that i
Continued on Page 5
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; Chem for Citizens. .
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i * Dean Hammond. No explanation
I required.
" ' 5K _ i|
—Ash Hekmat '03 and
!'
Alan Ashbaugh '05
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I say no. These people are not
shunned for any reason, but that
they are annoying or rude, and really, you have to be pretty damned
annoying for me to be inspired to
write a diatribe just for you.
If I'm in my room watching a
movie and you come in, grab your-
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One big hint that should
be obvious but isn't
always: if the residents
of the room leave when
you come in, you are
probablynot welcome.

'¦ ¦

Question of the Week

pf Beth and Emma... for putting up
if; with the stains.
—Chris Russoniello '06, Chris
$
i Juraska '06 and Brian Kasarjian '06

4m

fitted clothes and obnoxious, selfentitled attitudes in tow.
Why, you may ask, is this such a
horrible thing? What is so wrong
with these people that they must be
shunned and labeled? Should we
no t all be embraced?

Y

Confront tolerance
think there is a problem with

Roast the damn ducks

:<¦ '/?'

Full
disclosur e

T diversi ty, and I take issue with it.

residents' Council should vote to install security cameras in the
Hillside parking lot as a preventative measure to prevent further
P vandalism to student property.
By Oct. 10, six acts of parking-lot vandalism had taken place, and
since then a student's car windshield was smashed and the headlights of
another car were busted. Although Colby Security and the Waterville
Police Department have assured the community that they are investigating t hese events an d h ave so me lead s, these inves tigations wil do little
to prevent acts vandalism in the future, especially if the perpetrators get
away.
; Cameras in the Hillside lot would not only greatly increase the efficienc y of investi gati on, because the suspect would be caught on tape, but
it would also deter vandals.
,, . To install the cameras in Hillside will cost between $20,000 and
$30,000. Colby has money in the fines account, which is traditionally
used for safety purposes. The money in this account comes from the various fines that students pay,from parking tickets to open container fines.
If the necessary funds exist, The Echo believes the eight security cameras
should be purchased with the funds available in the fines account.

y J . \y y. ..i ¦;.! ¦ ..

low you, and whoever else may be a
member of your party for the rest of
the night or until you manage to
leaveYthem behind.
If you happen to go on a beer run,
Emily Honig
rest assured that they will ask you to
buy them a handle of Smirnoff, and
that they : will have "no cash," but
Have you ever been evicted from will "pay you back" as soon as they
your own room? I am not talking get to an ATM—which, o f course ,
about the notorious and conversa- never ever happens. All sources of
tionally dead sexile. Rather, I refer to cash seem to be perpetually excused
a far more insidious phenomenon, of their function for this person.
one thaf' is much more difficult to
Worse yet is the PITA who is actuvanquish. I mean, of course, the hor- ally brought to your room. One of
rors of the "friends" who will not go your friends will come up tb your
away.
room for whatever reason—say,
It happens all the time. A friend their Spider Sense tells them that
will invite the Person You Don't you are making blended margaritas.
Really Want to See (hereafter Knowing that this friend spends a
referred to as PITA, which stands for lot of time with a PITA, a PITA's
what these people really are—pains friends, or a PITA's roommate, you
in the collective ass) to dinner, or to may h ave been cautio u s in telling
Augusta.to shop, or to Wal-Mart, or this person about the aforemenwherever else. This person will, tioned pseudo-Mexican delicacies.
under the delusion that they are not Nonet heless , the whole crew marchannoyingly defective , proceed to fol- es in with si gnifi cant ot hers, poorly
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We do not support idolatry;
|;|
^¦
"
—Gretchen
Groggel
,
'03
|p
f§
Andrea
Breau
and
Annie
Hall
'03
'03
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"Seven Walls" affecting work

Not Billy Joel, but the Aran Islands

By EEUN HANRAHAN
STAFFWRTTER

By LIZ BOMZE
. FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT

a little queasy and think that this
probably wouldn't be the most comfortable ride. But it got worse fast.
The
ferry began crashing against the
September,
my
At
the
end
of
Y
Early Start English class (similar to a waves...and then the waves were
JartPlan class) ventured to the mid- crashing against the ferry. Some
dle'of the three Aran Islands—Inis even rolled over the boat. We were
Meain—off the west coast of Ireland, definitely airborne at times and
wher e, weather permitting, we slammed hard against the water
planned to spend three days rough- when we landed.
Queasiness went to full-blown
l ing it on the beach, chasing sheep
and,experiencing the most primitive nausea and those who opted to sit at
of modern Irish culture. Mary Breen, the front of the boat to get in on the
action (read: the
bur- over-accomColby guys) were
lished
professor
p
When we finally
second-guessing
(who holds profesdecision.
sional degrees in at docked, i think people that
Dramamine
and
least three fields
motion . sickness
and just ran the were stunned.
Dublin marathon), Somehow, d managed bands were a lost
cause. The line at
Assured us that, if
_ he\ weather was to fall asleep (closing the bathroom was
endless and most
good, the hourmy eyes helped tame
long ferry trip
people kept the provided blue and
would be "like rid- the violet waves of
ing-, on silk," and
white plastic bags
close to their faces.
that the island NAUSEA.)
were
itself would be
Pe ople
absolutely beautiful. But if the screaming. Kate Chuprevich '04
franticall y asked if we were sinking.
weather was bad, it would be hell.
"Last year when we went," she And we still had half an hour to go.
When we finall y docked, I think
said, "it was awful. It rained everyday.. The ferry rides were treacher- people were stunned. Somehow,
ous, and we heard afterwards ,that I'd managed to fall asleep (closing
the*night we sailed back, five fisher- my eyes helped tame the violet
man drowned in the storm." There waves of nausea) and the lights
from the mainland were glowing
w£s travel incentive.
; As luck would have it, howev- dully when I woke up.
Collecting ourselves, we filed
er;.; the weather was great. We
sailed by sunset, the ferry cutting gratefully off the ferry. At that
gmoothly thr ough the glass like point, standing in the rain didn't
ocean. Those of us who had been seem so bad.
Sitting at dinner a few hours
popping Dramamine and strapping motion sickness bands to our later, Erica Joseff y '04 put it well:
"I was so worried about pukwrists were definitely over-prepared. And relieved.
ing, but after a minute I stopped
•'.A few weeks ago I went back to and thought, 'Wait, why am I worthe!Aran Islands with Colby, this rying about puking? I'm gonna
tiiije to the largest of the three, Inis die!'"
Mor. Meaghan Shea '04 and I were
We didn't, thankfully. But now I
the only ones in the September know what Breen was talking
English class, so for everyone else about. And don't think that I wasthis was a first excursion.
n't reminded of those drowned
¦Coming back from the island, sailors when we were riding the
we understood what Breen meant Atlantic roller-coaster.
But it's all over. Chuprevich is
by 'hell. Not two minutes after we
left the dock did it begin. For the even going back with her parents
first few moments, we were up and when they come for Thanksgiving.
down just enough to make people And, hell, it made for a great story.
¦'
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On the seventh'day God rested, but
Sol Lewitt should have taken the
whole week off. Instead, his "Seven
Walls" stands like so many cinder
blocks at a construction site. Our only
consolation in their presence is the
hope that they successfully block the
view from the road of the College's
other indiscretion, "4,5,6."
College officials are proud of
Lewitfs donation to the school and
point to the exorbitant value of the art
piece to back their pride. Regardless of
its, financial value, Colby's most recent
acquisition for Bixler's outside sculp,
ture garden is ugly with a capital UG.
In fact, the heinousness of "Seven

-
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Walls" is crippling. Although my initial reaction to the art piece was one of
only mild disdain, I am repeatedly surprised at its ability to disgust me anew.
As I crossed the academic quad to
reach class the other day,I was smitten
with an image of the'walls out of the
corner of my eye. I promptly fell over,
twisted my ankle, threw up and
arrived late to class/
. "I'm sorry, " I find myself telling
professors again and again, "but I
could not complete the assignment
due to a cripp lingly negative attitude
towards tlie world directly outside of
my window." Seventy-two percent of
professors agree, but I'm not here to
quibble over statistics. I can only hope
nature is generous with snowfall this
winter.
-

DATING AT COLBYs Know When you are and when you're not
Continued from Page 4
they are not involved fall under the
broad umbrella of "dating." If you're
walking the walk of shame, clad in
your cotillion dress, heels in hand,
barely remembering the night before,
the possibility of a second hook-up is
about as likely as a first-year getting
invited to the Senior Apartments.
However, when you're leaving your
toothbrush in the bathroom of his
AMS quad and he actually gets out of
bed to walk you home the next morning, by Colby standards you're practically betrothed.
Additionally, if you find yourself
sleeping over on multiple sober nights
during any given week and his alarm

clock is set to your schedule, you're
definitely dating.
Unlike high school, where sucking
face in the hallway was a declaration
of commitment, at Colby if.you're
exclusively fooling around and having soul-probing AIM conversations,
it does not matter that if s not public.
Despite the vastness of the dating
definition,' some exploits manage to
fall just off the radar screen. If you're
occasionally sleeping with your labpartner when you both happen ,to be
feeling a little needy, and there is no
mutual exclusivity, consider him a
friend with benefits. If you go out
predatorily on a Saturday nighf-without any intention of revisitinga;>past
hook-up and you just happen to recy-

When you're leavingyour
toothbrush
in the bathroom
of his ams quad and he
actually getsout of bed to
walk you home the next
morning
, by colby standards you're practically
betrothed.
cle, as long as it doesn't become a
habit, it doesn't constitute a relationship.
If you do happen to be on top of

your game that night and go home
with the boy that gave you . the last
Bud Light in his backpack, don't necessarily plan on returning the
Framingham High tee you wore home
the next morning. Most hook-ups
don't lead to his-and-hers monogrammed towels or Lennox china pat¦ • .
terns.
There is no reason to attempt to
define your sexual escapades based
on these subjective guidelines, but
don't pretend that something is nothing. The Colby public will arbitrarily
assume omniscience, and you don't
want to be the last to know that the
girl you've been fooling around with
has somehow become your girlfriend.

Note: The opinions expressed in this comic strip are those of the artist and are not necessari ly shared by the Echo.

^ASSETTs Complaints about
SPAM, and quite a ducky idea

Continued from Page 4

may actually have been fried,
crumbl y Spam, but she added
enough chili powder to the mixture to floor a Clydesdale, so we
didn't care.
: But the protein problem could
be temporarily stayed if we ignore
thpse bleeding hearts Muehlner
ami Plesch and send Dining
Services out to "rescue" those
sycophantic (and probably pu dgy)
dutks wallowing in the Pond, gobbling down fat-laden handouts
from generous visitors all summer,
then demanding "rescue" when
[times get tough. Let 'em sleep on a
grille. Better still, give Dining
Services a shotgun and several
lucky students (lottery-determined) will feast on roast duck.
Hey, we never went to Ma 's
Midget Lunch on roast duck night.
And we'll be doing something
about the budget crunch in the

Here s What s Playing Friday, Nov. 8
;, throu gh Thursday, Nov, 14
Dustin Hoffman • SusanSarandon • Jake Gyllenliaal

MOONLIGHT MILE

VG'p 5:00.7:10, 9:20 Also Sat/Sun 12:40,2:50

THE MAN FROMELYS!ANFIELDS
R 7:20 Matinees Sat/Sun nt 2:55
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endowment here at Colby—Dining
Services cost-cutting of the first
magnitude. Anyway, who wants
overly-friendly ducks paddling up
and begging for handouts? "Any
spare change, buddy? Quack."
I heard that those Unity College
druggies were first spotted on
campus trying to sell pot to three
ducks. Doesn't matter that the
average SAT score at Unity College
ranks below that of an average
rutabaga. The ducks had money
and were buying. So now's the
time to stop the little crooks. And
you can take a professor to dinner.
Charles Bnssett is the Lee Famil y
Professor of American Studies and
Eng lish, Emeritus.
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Bartender Trainees
Needed

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. .Our programs

make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with tlie program! It works.

Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

•$250 a day potential
•Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 777
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FOR AS LITTLE AS 35 CENTS A DAY
(That s more than 50% off the regular price!)
The New York Times Electronic Edition
An exac t digital replica of tho printed paper
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n Stay on top of the world, the nation, the arts ,jobs ,
business,sports.and more
a Move through pages, sections ,skim headlines , zoom in
¦
Easy and convenient: download as early as 4:30 a.m, E.T.,
read offline whenever, wherever you want
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Aerobics 4:30 - 5:30
*
p.m. Alfond Athletic , ::
Center Aerobics Room. :|.
J
» • Warren M/ter 's "Storm" 7:
p.m. Given Auditorium \
»
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:
• Power Workout Aerobics 4:30 - 5:30
•'.
'
.
I
p.m. Alfond Athletic
Center Aerobics Room t• interhotionol Coffee
\
Hour 4:30 - 6 p.m. Mary:
- •
Low Coffeehouse
*
• Catholic Chaplaincy ' ly
Dinner Discussions 6 - 9±? p.m. Pugh Center
\
Commons Room
:
• ALANA/CBB gathering [
dinner and talent show *
6 - 9 p.m. Page
I
'
Commons Room
}I
• Kevin Presbey, acousf/cj
j:
live, 8 p.m. SPA
• Jerks of Grass, 8 p.m.i I
Mary Low Coffeehouse :
• ALANA Dance Party, i: *
10:30 pm. - 3 am.
;i;
Page Commons Room]
|
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DEBORAH d6bERNE/ THE COLBY ECHO

Mike Richardson '03 (left) beat out the "Moul in Rouge" trio
J u lie Blossom '03, Patrick Harner '05 and fared Eggers '03 , (bottom) an d "Donny McJ uggles "Richard Harbison '03 (above) to
become Colby's first Idol.

• By MELV LADERA

¦
i ii

Runners-up Julie Blossom '03, cou ple o f th e girls weren 't in sync
Patric k Harner '05 and Jared Eggers with their cheesy 70s dance moves.
9
It is a good thing that the range of '03 lip-synched "The Elephant Love At least t h ey have a couple weeks to
© talent in this past weekend's Colby Song Medley" from " Mouli n . shape up.
Laura. Thomason '03. sang Faith
• Idol . competition was . so varied, Rouge." They were a crowd pleaser.
• because the talented particip ants Eggers h ad so me smoot h moves and Hill's "Cry" while playing guitar,
? were obvious, making it easier for Harner was humorous, but th eir lip- along with a pianist, dru mmer an d
• the otherwise incompetent judges synching was off at
mandolin player.
Thomason had a
« and announcers to choose a winner. times. How hard is
beautiful and powIT WAS KIND OF LIKE
However, the judges thought it it to lip synch?
^
er fu l voic e, but the
Third
conplace
q more appropriate to focus their enerWATCHING
A
CHEESY
cared more
judges
testant
Richard
gies
on
sexual
innuendo
than
to
«.
c
about
the
fact that
Harbison
'03,
actually
critique
the
performers,
and
4
80s horror flick;
Thomason's clothes
f while it may be their job to please u nder th e ass um ed
Donny you aren't expectinga matched the drum
• the audience more than it is to cri- name
set than her talented
• tique the performers, the comments McJuggles, put on
0 were occasionally offensive.
singing and guitar
a comical juggling Hitchcock thriller,
•
Modeled after the hit television act in which he you j ust want to...
playing.
Ryan Spanich '06
• series "American Idol," Colby Idol performed a numlaugh
about
how
bad
,
p
e
rformed
in
essence
a
talent
show.
After,
ber
of
stunts
with
i W«>s
s "Gone."
k the first round, finalists had to sing a ' tljree tennis balls.
'NSYNC'
some partsare.
Given
his
poor
song
chosen
at
random
by
His"
ball
boys,
the
y
Ja
e
strange
singing,
e judges, after which the final awards Combs '03 and
Doug Melzer '03 provided a lot of dance moves and ugly sweater,
9 were bestowed.
Mike Richardson '03 deservedly humor.
Spanich may have appropriated a
fr
f won first place. Richardson, clad in
As a preview for their upcoming reputa tion that will be hard to shirk
• suspenders and thick-framed glass- performance, Broadway Musical even after four years at Colby. He
• es taped together, demonstrated an Revue opened the show with a ren- had some decent moves if spastic
J extraordinary voice, singing an a dition of "Dancing Queen" from the contortions are your thing, and his
J cappella version of Otis Redding's hit musical "Mamma Mia." Their voice .was all right, in a nasally
"I've been loving you a little too performance was laughable at best. annoying way, but his sweater was
^ long." Richardson also added his Their notes were all over the place, inexcusable, the sort only Bill Cosby
|,
there was a lack of male voices and a would wear.
• own verse specific to Colby.
•
• A&E EDITOR
•

Breilyn Brantley '04 and Tim
Sielschott '04 followed the Justin
Timberlake-wannabe with a not too
memorable lip-synch p erfo rmance
of Michael Jackson^ "The Girl Is
Mine." Brantley's commendable
dan ce moves put Spanich to shame.
Next, Melisse Hinkle ' 05 and
Susannah Magrane '04 butc hered
the Rolling Stones' classic
"Satisfaction." Th e Stones aren't
dead yet, but this rendi tion cer tainl y
didn 't help their health.
Guito Joseph '03 performed some
ex citi ng moves an d note w ort hy
acrobatics, and the first-year ladies
did scream when he took his shirt
off, but for us upperclassmen it is a
routine we have seen before. The
stri pp er act , h e got up close and personal
wit h j ud ges Student

Government Association vice president Jill Gutekunsf03 and Alan
LaPan, director o f the student p ost
office; he still manages to muster
some shock value.
The "Freshmen Phenomenon,"
led by Steen Sehnert '06, perfor med
Enrique Iglesias' "Don't Turn Off the
Lights." The vocalist was off-key,
and his dance moves were prett y
awkward. I wish they h ad tur ned off
tlie lights during this performance.
Good and b ad p erforma n ces
alike , it was an enjoyable time. It
was kind of like watching a cheesy
'80s h orror flic k; you aren't expecting a Hitchcock thriller, you just
want to have a good time and laugh
about how bad some of the parts are.
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All they needed was loving at the Colby Idol competition.
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• Meditation 9 - 1 0 a.m.
Lorirner Chapel
• ALANA/ CBB gathering •
Myths, Lies, and Truths:
faculty panel discussion
• 9 a.m. - / j6,m. Page Commons Room
• Colby Jazz Ensemble
Concert 7:30 pm.
Lorirner Chapel
• Hip-Hop: lllumlnatives 8
- 10 p.m. Mary Low
,:
Coffeehouse
• Mentallst Craig Karges:
8 p.m. Page Commons'
Room
• Rapture dance 9 p.m.
- 7 am. AMS Party
Room

Beer Review

Beers of the Orient

py MELV LADERA
J\&R EDITOR

The first boor thoy sampled wns
Tsingtao, Coming from Chinn , it Is
.
! This week our beer panelists brewed with pure Laoshan spring
Swore transported to E'nst Asia for water, Tslngtno is nn Amorlcnn
She experience of a lifetime, Well, slnnclnr d-Htylo Inger, which fonJiot reall y, nasi Asia wns actually tures n mod turn body nnd n pnle,
brought to them through the two golden yellow color, Tho panelists
!j opulnr beers from Chinn nnd first commented on the bottle with
npnn: Tsingtao nnd Sapporo, its intriguing design,
cspoclively,
"The rod contrasts with the
5 This weok'H panel consisted of blue to mnko you feel like you nro
JAdam Bickelman '03, J ohn drinking nn nulhonlic , high-qualiJJrlghonti '03, Bif Churchill '03, ty boor," Churchill snid,
jErin Cloughar '03, Nolo Fletcher
"I like (he color combo of gold
!03 nnd Alex Golbnrd '03,
nnd red on the green bottle. The

splnsh of blue in the center adds a
lot." Clougher snid. "It's also cool
how there nre Chinese chnrncters
embossed on the bottle—that' s tho
best part."
• "Green bottle? I heard that is
bad for beer," Bickelman said,
"[I am] not a fan of tho green
g lass—looks like eastern Rolling
Rock," Fletcher snid,
"Smells like Rolling Rock,"
Bickelman snid. "It reminds mo of
high school and parents' breath
before work in tho n,m, ",
"[Smells like] the sweet stank of
Dad' s breath on n Friday night ,"
Fletcher said,
"Tho Tsingtao is smooth, not
carbonated ,"
overwhelmingly
Golbnrd said. "Fiisy to drink. "
"[Tlio Tslngtno] tastes like, n
cheap Amorlcnn beer with just n
little , bit , m o ro flav or," Clougher
snid, "The lack of afterta ste in
redeeming."
"[The Tslngtno] was very drinknblo In a cheap, Colby-hangover
sort of wny," Brighenti said, "Why
Imita te cheap American boor?"
"Seems to be nn attempt 'n t nn
Asinn Bud—would bo a good boor

The bottle
has a te rri fic
texture- g ood for
drunk grippi ng. The
agg ressiv e black
and gold label
makes a bold state men t.
^ <^y

JJ

— John Brighenti '03
Ueer Panelist

DRAFT * BEER

JAPAN 'H PI.DPBT BRAND * ft BOTTMCO 13 Fl.. OZ. 358, . L,

(i pale, golden color, Tho Snpporo
Is a smooth boor with a light bod y,
"Brown bottle equals bettor,"
said, "I lovo the grip,
ickolman
,
to food girls that don 't li ke beer " ll
Fletcher said, "But damn onsy to helps if you want to drink this
chug—chugabilily rating is fl font after n few dozon Nntty ,"
"It' s renlly fun to hold ,"
of 10]."
After making thoir critiqu es Golbnrd said,
"Tho bottle has a larrlf l c loxabout the Tslngtno, (ho panelists
for drunk gripping, "
turo—-good
then wont to crock open the
said,
Urighonti
"The aggressive
Sapporo for a tasto of Japan, From
Tokyo, Snpporo In Japan 's oldest hlnck and gold Inbol makes a bold
brand of boor; it has boon browed fltnlomon t, "
"[This bolt!.)] Is much bettor
since 1876. Sapporo is n Japanesestyle dry boor, which also features llwn the other," Fletcher said, "It is

like the comfort of a toilet on a.
Saturday night, "
.
"Vary mild bouquet— pionsnnt'
for smelling," Brighenti snid.
[
"Tlio hond is light , but stays
around plonsantly ilko a hot gir.,
on a Sunday morning, who leaved!
you after making breakfast ,";
Fletcher said,
J
"It is not watery and metallic
like Tslnglno," Biighonll snid,
>
"It is the perfect bnlnnce of bit.
tor nnd sweet," Bickolmnn snid;
Continued on Pngo 7
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Colhy Wown music p roducer Greg Dupuy V4

Richard SmaSlwobd with Vision
^
"PersyadedMLive Ssi OX."
By CHERYL TOWN SEND
r,GniKES
"JOHN D. MACARTHUR PROFESSOR
OF SOCIOLOGY AND AFRICANAMERICAN STUDIES & WMHB DJ
Richard Smallwood is a gospel
musician (consummate pianist),
composer, singer, choir director and
producer who combines his classical
training with his black Christian
immersion to create musical experiences that move from traditional
gospel to just short of the ultra-contemporary.
Smallwood's newest recording;
vPersuaded-Live in D.C," is a tightly edited version of a live concert
that is available in its entirety on
videotape. The concert takes place in
the Washington, D.C. megarchurch,
Jericho City of Praise, so there is
plenty of space for the tight vocal
ensemble (Vision).
The recording boasts traditional
coterie of gospel musicians (organist, pianist, guitarists, bass players
and drummer), a gospel brass section called "Mo' Horns" (they sometimes work with Fred Hammond), a
31-piece symphonic ensemble, a
team of liturgical dancers, sign language interpreters and a 10,000
member audience. (This is why you
need to see the video.)
' "Persuaded"
begins
with
"Procession of the Levites," a very
dramatic and beautiful orchestral
prelude that modulates into an
"Anthem of Praise" based on Psalm
150 ("Praise him with the sound of

the trumpet"). Of the 12 songs
included on the compact disc, three
are singles that will become "signature" hits: "Praise Waiteth for Thee"
(also titled "My Everything"), "Hold
On,Don't Let Go" and "Persuaded. "
Because Washington, D.C. is
Smallwood's home, the concert
includes a three-song retrospective—"Psalm 8," "Calvary" and "Oh
Lord, We Praise Thee"—from previous studio recordings.
"Calvary" is one of those pieces
that will make listeners hit the
repeat button; so is "Hold On, Don't
Let Go." On every album,
Smallwood performs a piano solo

By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

the meditative solo "Oh How He
Loves You and Me" did not appeal
to me at first. In spite of the beautiful
voices that carry them, these songs
just did not get this lover of traditional and contemporary gospel
music all excited. However, when I
played "Nothing Without Your
Love" on my radio show ("The
Uncloudy Day," Wednesdays, 8
...A TRUE MUSICAL TREAa.m.), I confessed to the listening
SURE: EXCELLENT MUSICIAN- audience that it really is a beautiful
piece of music.
SHIP, COMPLEX ARRANGEAnd there traits are what make
any Smallwood recording, including
MENTS AND A TIGHTLY ORGAthis one, a true musical treasure:
excellent musicianship, complex
NIZED TEAM OF STUNNING
arrangements and a tightly orgaSOLO VOICES.
nized team of stunning solo voices.
Every listening will yield greater
appreciation for the total package.
that is a difficult classical variation
I am "Persuaded" that everyone
on traditional hymns. On this album will enjoy this album and that we
Smallwood plays "It Is Well With will hear choirs singing some of the
My Soul" and "Come Ye pieces, especially "Hold On, Don't
Disconsolate." The audience joins Let Go," for years to come. As has
him at the end in singing the chorus come to be expected from
to "It Is Well," and it is absolutely Smallwood, "Persuaded-Live in
wonderful.
D.C." is a keeper—truly great music
Two pieces, a samba titled and solid inspiration.
"Nothing Without Your Love" and

Opening the "Window " to
Something Corporate

By CONOR SEMLER

WMHB DJ '
When I went to see New Found
Glory in concert, I hardly expected
to leave with a copy of someone
else's CD. . But after listening to
Something Corporate's opening
performance, I honestly had no
choice. I had to purchase their
album, "Leaving
sophomore

Through the Window."
One of the most important
things when judging a CD is being
able to listen the whole way
through without getting bored or
wanting to skip a song. "Leaving;
Through the Window" allows for
just that. While some tracks especially stand out, none are left
behind.
The band's unique style combines punk, pop and rock, with an
incredible piano.performance by the
band's lead singer, Andrew
McMahon. The band also consists of
guitarist /singer William Tell, guitarist Josh Parrington, drummer
Brian Ireland and bassist Clutch.
To top that off, five of the. tracks

'
y M

¦

include string arrangements from a
26-piece • orchestra. McMahon's
inimitable style complements the
feel of the music, evoking an emotional reaction from the listener.
"If U C Jordan" has been their
biggest hit, and with good reason,
but there are a number of other
songs to rival it. The first six songs
stand out. The passionate "I Want to
Save You," and "Punk Rock
Princess" just plain rock.
The most significant aspect of
this CD is its originality. I can't even
think of another album to compare
it with. From start to finish it will
keep you hooked. I strongly recommend it to any punk and emo fans.

TYf Y>rf tyff l • "' want t0 become ' .a doctor. "

Last year Greg Dupuy '04 was the man behind the
scenes of Monty Hobson's '02 debut release,,
"Ambiguous You." Dupuy produced, arranged , performed on and recorded the CD with just a studio condenser microphone, a preamp and his home-built computer, all from within his room in Marinner Hall.
The process was time-consuming. Each track
required up to 100 listens to produce the sounds and
timing that Dupuy wanted."I probably shouldn't have done it," because the
project negatively affected Dupuy's studies, "but it was
fun to try to make a professional-quality pop album;"
he said. Dupuy is a double major in sociology and
international studies.
Dupuy has always enjoyed putting music together.
He has been recording on his own since he was 16 years
old, when his parents gave him a basic 4-track recorder.
"It's not that if s hard, but you need to understand
technology, and it helps to have an ear for what works
in a production sense," Dupuy said. He credits his ear
to years of diverse listening. His influences range from
Stravinsky to '70s Genesis, the Mahavishnu Orchestra
and singer-songwriter Jeff Buckley.
Despite his recording skills, Dupuy does not intend
to pursue a career in the recording industry.
"I hate the music industry. I hate what it does to
artists and what it does toTmusic," Dupuy said. "The
last three years have been some of the best ever for
music, but nobody knows about it. For the firs}: time, so
many musicians are making great music independently with just a simple home studio."
Currently Dupuy is working on his own album. He
plans to write, produce, sing and play all the music
himself along with Zac Hansen '02 on drums..
"I'd like to make something that is musically challenging but also accessible to everyone, like a Jeff
Buckley or Radiohead," he said. He hopes to have a CD
ready this January.

WWW.MP3.COM/ GREG .DUPUY;

Dupuy took piano lessons for eight years. In high*
school he played bass and trumpet in a jazz ensemble*
and marched through Giant Stadium and down 5tK"
Avenue in New York City as a section leader in eF
marching band. He also taught himself guitar and led aT
~
popular cover band.
"One of the reasons I chose not to go to music school,
is because I'll always have music with me. I'll be plays, ,
ing and recording for the rest of my life," Dupuy said»"But I'll probably need a day job the rest of my life." „
Dupuy is also a member of the Colby Jazz Ensemble^
and the golf team and an editor of Colby 's independent?
humor magazine, The Street. He plans to study abroad*
next semester in Denmark.
Dupuy's music can be heard on the Web° * .
(www.mp3.com/greg_dupuy). .

BEER REVIEWS Tsingtao vs. Sapporo
Continue d from Page 6
"The Iron Chef really outdid himself this time."
"Pleasant aftertaste, upon
belching there is no burning,"
Fletcher said.
"A great dinner beer, great for
sake bombs," Gelbard said. "I'd
rather sit and enjoy it rather than
chugging it."
In a decision of 4-2, the

Sapporo beat out Tsingtao, crowning Japan as the supreme beerbrewing country of East Asia, for
now.
"The Sapporo played with my
emotions. I felt the love with the
cover, but the substance messed
that shit up," Churchill said.
"Overall, [the Tsingtao] was a
good beer and a good time."
"[The Sapporo] is a better-tasting beer, but still rather light

drinking. Four to five would nob'
be a problem, as far as filling urr
the stomach is concerned,'c
"
Fletcher said.
be
biased
as
a
"Though I may
previous taster of this, [the
Sapporo] was far and away better
than the other,". Brighenti said r
"Its overall flavor, appearance and.
consistency rocked Tsingtaoo.
Almost reminds me of a full-bod»
ied wine."

-

Reserve Now for the Holidays !
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Mermaid
Transportation
Direct premiere service to

The Johns Hopkins Post-Baccalaureate Premed.cal Program
prepares college graduates with strong academic records for
,,. acceptance to the best medical schools by giving them the
*¦
U:
personal attention , necessary science and math courses,
__/*. '
:»' and one-to-one academic advising.
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• Boston's Logan Airport
• Pease International Tradeport .

8£; ' Pursue your dream of being a doctor and apply by March 1. • mmsmmmmi
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Program Highlights
• A faculty comprised of ..riniin s most
distinguished ncrors and directors

to more airports than Mermaid Transportation.

Reserve with the BEST!
Call

1-800-696-2463

* Private n.rorlnl» with facu lty
* Weekly trips to London siape productions
{.'
* Participation In raged production.)
• Choice of «cme_i:_ r or full-year progriims

or reserve fast on-line at

Contact
oWc: of International Program..
C 0,l
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n
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York, ,«*/__
J 070H-B9S
I Mead Way,
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Mermaid schedules are available on-line , at the Dean
of Students Office and other locations on campus.

Ojkw) to college jiii .lora and seniors in
good academic standing .

gomermaid.com

More than sculpture with Serra
By DANIELLE O'STEEN
STAFF WRITER

By MELV LADERA

Dark shapes reminiscent of monolithic figures surround visitors when
entering the Jette Gallery at the Colby
College Museum of Art.
Currently on display in the Gallery
is "Richard Serra: Prints from, the
Collection of Paul J. Schupf." Serra is
predominantly known for his sculptures, but this collection exhibits his
other artistic identity as a printmaker.
The show spans more than 20 years of
his printniaking, but there are not very
many prints from his early years.
The prints illustrate the techniques
that Serra used to investigate different
textures such as etching lithography
and paint stick. The texture of "Clara
Clara II" (1985) emulates the steel surface of pieces such as "4-5-6" (2000).
The exhibit also contains experimental

The prints mirror Serra s

A&E EDITOR ¦'

Coltrane, 1999, etching on paper, Richard Serra

in shape form. Even though the images
MINIMAL
,TEXTURAL AND GEOappear to be identical, the treatment of
METRICSCULPTURALCONCERNS
, the figure and ground relationship
BUT A CONTEXTUALREFERENCE shows a decision about the identity of

EMERGESTHAT IS NOTAPPARENT
IN HIS SCULPTURE.

films created by Serra during the 1970s.
The texture and shape of the prints,
especially "Vesturey I, II and H" (1991)
suggest figural presence. Serra is best
known for his minimalist work/ which
is more concerned with shape than
subject, but these prints portray a sense
that Serra is trying to represent figures

Boyla ii- ' arid Basset! . .tell Ysotn er
¦
¦
fun but not so scary stori es ;. <=¦

each piece.
The prints mirror Serra's minimal,
textural and geometric sculptural concerns, but a contextual reference
emerges that is not apparent in his
sculpture. Serra uses titles such as "Bo
Diddley" (1999), "B.B. King" (1999)
and "Billie Holiday" (1999) to represent playful circular images.
Daniel Rosenfeld, director of the
Colby College Museum of Art, does
not think the exhibition portrays figurative works.

"The prints are images in a literal
sense, although they refer to nothing
outside of themselves—they are not
representations of something (a tree, a
house, a bit of nature) So much as primary things—self-sufficient and nonillusionistic," Rosenfeld wrote.
Serra graduated from Yale
University in 1964 with a BFA and a
MFA„while supporting himself by
working in steel mills. This kind of
work instigated his interest in using
industrial materials in fine arts, then a
general trend in minimalist sculpture.
Serra's interest in printmaking began
in the 1970s after experimenting with
different medium.

C3: Colby Climate Coalition Says:
On average, humans put 16 million tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosph ere
every 24 hours. This is tlie equivalent of 150 major volcanic eruptions per year- of
which a quarter would be located in the United States.
l^^
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The lights- were out and the mood was spooky iri
¦
Lorirner Chapel Thursday¦ Oct. 31 as Co-Chair of the
English Department Jennifer Finney Boylan, dressed as a
pirate, and Lee Family Professor of American Studies and
English Charles Bassett, dressed as a wizard, performed
their annual reading of ghost stories.
Although the three stories were not really that "scary,"
Boylan and Bassett were effective at playing off of each
other and capturing the crowd's attention.
Boylan started things off with a song about wind and
ram.
"The little song is not.a part of the tradition," Bassett
said.
. When Boylan finiphed, however, Bassett changed his
tune, and said that it was not that bad.
Boylan. then continued with an excerpt from a novel
that she said should be very "familiar" to the audience.
Once she started, much of the audience knew what she was
reading, and they recited along with the line, "My name is
Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die." The
excerpt was from the Academy Award-winning novel,
"The Princess Bride," by William Goldman. The audience
probably recognized the excerpt from the ever-popular
film that the book was based on. Boylan amused the audience with her humorous voices that were very similar to
the characters in the film.
Bassett was next to take the podium. He decided to read
the short story "The Roaches" by Thomas M. Disch, which
some of his students had requested. The story was about a
character named Marsha and her trials and tribulations
with roaches. The story provided particularly unsettling
images of roaches crawling all over people's bodies. The
story was creepy and humorous, but it was quite long and
the audience seemed relieved when Boylan said that the
following piece would not be as lengthy.
Boylan concluded the reading with another chapter
from "The Princess Bride." This excerpt was the part when
the Sicilian and the man-in-black face each other in a battle
of wits. Boylan continued to provide the amusing voices.
Many of the students enjoyed the story selections, even
though they were expecting a spook for the holiday.
"It wasn't really scary, but it was good," Beth Dushman
'03 said. "I love "The Princess Bride/ but the cockroach one
was disturbing."
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Vision Care

* ^"E TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT

• Fashion Eyewear

j POUL IN & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
! 166 Silver Street
! Waterville, ME 04901
! (207) 873-3500

Philip R. Poulin , O.D.
Chr 1Stopher
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Jobi Culver & Tanya Chasse
thebreadbox@airolink.net
Also available for Catering
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Fresh Eclectic Cuisine
Serving Lunch & Dinner
Monday- Saturday 11:00am to 9:30pm. Brunch on Saturday.
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Boylan (below) and Bassett (above) captivate.
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Into Recycling?
• <W^ < ALBERT'S RECYCLED
• HAT CLOTHING & furniture

;H Jf Woineris Cbthing and^ccessories boutique
Featuring current fashions from
;fff ml Eileen Fisher
, Sigrid Olsen, Carol Anderson
• H and more. Petite and ladies sizes available.
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Is that Web page older
than your little bKrihet?
Ask a Librarian.
When does Ltd* not
mean "sick"?
Ask a Librarian.
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Field hockey stopped by Wesleyan in quarterfinals Women 's rygby takes
*y ERICA AYOTTE
PORTS EDITOR

•'The Colby field hockey team
larned its berth at the New England
>mall College Athletic Conference
[uarterfinals with its 3-2 victory over
Ke Tufts University Jumbos Saturday,
•Jbv. 2. Tlie Mules then played the
Vesleyan University Cardinals Nov.
i, losing the contest 1-2 in overtime to
aid their season.
. -Saturday, forward Kimberly Betz
04 scored Colby's first goal to tie the
;4me 1-1 in the first half off of an
insist from Nicole Stadehnan '06. Sari
filbert '04 scored the Mules' second
£oal, but Tufts' Liz Hayden '04 made
He tying shot at 65:59. The game
ejnained deadlocked through regula-

ion.

;*To break the tie, penalty strokes
leaded the game. Both Stadelman
jnd Wendy Bonner '05 made successul strokes, but the Jumbos answered
vith two goals of their own.
The Mules switched the line-up in
he second round of strokes, moving
___chaelyn Bortolotti '05 to the fifth
pot and Stadelman to the first. While
>nly two Tufts' players made their
itrokes, Bortolotti, Stadelman and
former all scored, clinching the game
or the Mules.
Colby's offense stepped up their
^
;ame in the final weeks of the season,
¦coring seven more goals in the latter
lalf of the season than in the first.

' Colby
Wesleyan

tfriircS in Hew England

By ERICA AYOTTE

1
2

"I think what made us so offensively successful really began with the
backs. They played aggressive
defense while remaining offensively
minded. Their forward momentum
allowed the mid-fielders to sustain
pressure and continually feed the ball
to the forward line. The entire team
worked so well together; executing
give-and-go passes made a. huge difference for us," Captain Lyndsay
Peters '03 said.
The Mules needed to quickly refocus for their games against Wesleyan.
At first it seemed as if they did just
that. The Cardinals would score early
in the first half, but the Mules defense
shut them down for the remainder of
the half. Peters answered at 64:31 with
help from Bonner. The game remained
tied into overtime when Wesleyan's
Melissa Courtemanche '03 scored off
of a penalty corner at 7:55 to win the
game.
Although this loss marked the end
of the 2002 season for Colby field
hockey their intense journey to the
NESCAC post-season has only whet
their appetites. This young team certainly has many more victories in their
future.

SPdRTS EDITOR

ECHO FILE PHOTO

Colby field hockey suffered an overtime loss to Wesleyan.
"It really is rare and lucky to find a
team that meshes so well together.
Everyone on the team is so dedicated
to our excellence and progress that
finding motivation for each game was
unnecessary. It was constantly pre-

sent, Bonner said. "I knew on the
first day of tryouts that we were
bound for a successful season because
all of the returning players were in
their best shape and ready to' prove
it."
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FOOTBALLS f aces Bowdoinin
the season 's last game Nov. 9
Continued f r om Page 10
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Moran '03, Jeremy Jamieson '04 and
Michael Civitello '03.
Leading the way for the offense
was Stepka who had another stellar
game with 177-yards on 47 carries
with one touchdown. Stepka moved
into first place in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
rushing race with 1,171-yards on the
season. Stepka broke a 30-year-old
school record for single-season rushing, moving past Peter Gorniewicz
who rushed for 1,170-yards in 1972.

He also broke the NESCAC singleseason record for rushing attempts
with 249 overtaking Middlebury's
Bryan Sanchez who ran 234 times in
2000. Stepka needs only 123-yards in
this Saturday's game against CBB
rival Bowdoin College to break the
NESCAC single-season rushing
record.
The 116th meeting between
Colby and Bowdoin kicks-off at
12:30, Saturday, Nov. 9. Bowdoin
holds a 62-45-10 advantage in the
series over Colby, but the Mules
have won the last three contests.

.

Colby women's rugby took 3rd
place at the Division II New England
Rugby Football Union championship
tournament Nov. 2 and 3. This fall is
the first season women's rugby has
competed at the Division n level.
In the playoffs, the top Eastern
Conference teams were matched
against the leading teams from the
Western Conference. The Western
Conference includes Trinity College,
Wellesley College and the University
of Vermont among others.
In the first round of the tournament, the Mules were matched against
Plymouth State College. Plymouth's
offense proved too strong for Colby's
defense in the 0-24 loss.
"Plymouth was an overall great
team and ended up dominating the
game. We played very well against
them, but they had a great back line
that knew how to run the ball as well
as flankers who were always in our
back line's faces/' Captain Lauren
Aleinikoff '03said.
Sunday, Nov. 3 Colby played
Southern Connecticut College in the
tournament's consolation game. Colby
came back from the disappointing loss
the previous day to thwart Southern
Connecticut, 20-15 and to clinch the
3rd place title.
The score was tied 15-15 at the end
of the second half. At the end of regulation play, the match went into sudden-death overtime, Melissa Landau
'05 scored the game-winning try.
"Our lacking worked very well for
this game as well as holding onto the
ball. We were overpowered in the
scrums so our best bet was to kick and
run onto, the ball."Aleinikoff said.

During the regular season the team
posted a 4-2 record, and were ranked
2nd in the Eastern Conference. They
began the season with a 12-0 victory
over Bowdoin College. The Mules fell
to Providence College and the
University of Rhode Island Sept, 28
and Oct.. 5 respectively. Colby came
back to beat Northeastern University,
Bridgewater State University and

ifTtf" Our team was
so successf ul
this y earbecause of
our love f or the
game as well as f or
each other. The
team's togetherness
was extremeJU^
ly strong.

^^

— Lauren Aleinikoff
Women's Rugby Captain
Stonehill College in the next three
matches. All of their victories were
shutouts. The Mules outscored their
opponents in the regular season by a
deficit of 34 points.
"Our team was so successful this
season because of our love for the
game as well as each other. The team's
togetherness was extremely strong,"
Aleinikoff said. "After we lost two
games we were down for a little bit,
but then realized that we were out
there to have fun. Once this realization
occurred, we started winning again."

CHANGE OF FOOTWEAR
POLICY BEGINS NOV. 11
A CHANGE OF FOOTWEAR IS REQUIRED

BEFORE ENTERING THE FITNESS ROOM.

PLEASE KEEP THE ATHLETIC CENTER CLEAN!

Hie Mules' defensive line solidly stopped the Tufts J umbos.
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[Y Mako a difference in the world as
- -• a volunteer in beautiful
Y- Puntarenas , Costa Rlcal
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L Embark on a personal |ourney
y throu gh cultura l understanding,
community activism and youth
empowerment.
Develop professional skills.

Work with community members
on health educatio n for children ,
promoting Indigenous culture
through language classes and
environmental projects .
Earn 250+ service hours.
Contact AMIGOS to day and show
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Thai , Japanese, Korean an4 Vietnamese Cuisine
69 B ,y Street Winslow, Ma ine 04901

Phone: 207-877-6688 Fax: 207-877-6606
Open 7 Days A Week
Heg rt Hea lthy Homemade Foocj
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SUNDAY

98 COLLEGE AVE. WATERVHUE, ME

861-8895

Directions: Take Mayflower Hill Drive toward Maine General, Take left onto
Eustis Dr. to light. Go straight through light and keep straight until College Ave.
Take left and Pad Thai is approx 1/8 mi on left,
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Volleyball: State of Maine champions Cross-country stum-; :
bles at NESCAGs J

By CLIFF WHITE
STAFFWRTTER

Colby women's volleyball won
their second consecutive State of
Maine Tournament Nov. 1and 2,going
2-0 and raising their season record to
23-9. Colby dominated the tournament, not losing a game against the
hosts, University of Southern Maine,in
the semifinals, or against the
University of New England in the
finals.

g*g* This weekend

was about
being as good as we
could be and p laying
consistently good
volleyball.

¦ JJ

— Laurel Burnham '03
Volleyball Co-Captain
Colby received a bye in the first
round. Abbey Stella '04, Jennifer
Radcliffe '06 and Co-Captain Laurel
Burnham '03 were named to the alltournament team.
"We were really excited to have
won," Burnham said. "That was our
goal, and to accomplish a goal is
always satisfying. But our season is not
over. For the most part, we spent the
tournament tying up loose strings for
next week. It was a test for us. We had

talked about how we [could] lose our
mental edge and become inconsistent
against lesser opponents."
Every player on the roster played in
the tournament, which mainly served
as a tune-up for the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
Tournament, scheduled for Friday and
Saturday,Nov. 8 and 9.
"This weekend was about being as
good as we could be and playing consistently good volleyball. We have to
keep our game on a high level against
every opponent and not just in big
games. Good teams play not to lose,
great teams play to win," Burnham
said.
The Mules lead the NESCAC in
many offensive categories. Colby has
the highest aces-per-game percentage
at 3.24. Kimberly Prescott '04 holds the
highest individual ace per game percentage at 0.90 and outside hitter
Johanna Schroeder '04 has the third
highest individual hitting percentage
at 0.346.
The Mules (8-2 NESCAC) are
ranked 2nd and will play Middlebury
College (16-10), ranked 7th, in the first
round of post-season play. Host
Williams College is ranked 1st with a
9-1 NESCAC record. If the Mules
defeat Middlebury,they will play the
winner of the 3rd-ranked Amherst
College (8-2) versus 6th-ranked Tufts
University (6-4) match.
"This weekend is do or die. We
can't have any lapses or give up runs
of points.All of the NESCAC teams are
really good, and against teams like
those we can't afford to make mistakes," Burnham said.

Women's soccer ends
the season with heart
By ERICA AYOTTE

SPORTS EDITOR

Colby women's soccer, with a 5-9
overall record and a 1-8 New
Englan d Smal l Coll ege Athlet ic
Conference record, did not have the
most successful season in its history.
The Mules played their final
game of the season Saturday, Nov. 2
against Tufts University. Colby lost
the game, 0-1.
"While our record wasn't what
we hoped for, we still had fun,
which for us, is the most important
thing. Although we lost to Tufts, it
was probabl y on e of our b est games
all year because everyone played
with a ton of heart. In the final minutes of the game, there wasn't a single person on the field who wasn't
playing with everything they had
left in them. I think that, in itself,
signifies the fact that we were successful as a team, despite the final
score and despi t e our f i nal record,"
Co-Captain Step han ie Hicks '03
said.
The h i ghlig hts of the season
include a 2-0 defeat of Wesleyan
University and a 4-2 defeat of the
Un ivers i ty of N ew Eng land.

Another highpoint was when CoCaptain Christine O'Donnell '03
broke the Colby women's soccer
scoring record versus the University
of Maine-Farmington Oct. 18.
Throughout the season, the team
was a cohesive unit, no matter the
score.
"We may not have won as many
games as we would have liked, but
we stuck together. I have played
with some amazing people and
have made friends that I know I'll
always have. The best thing about
Colby soccer is the team aspect—it's
a feeling that's hard to describe, but
it's about knowing that you have
teammates that you can count on,
on and off the field," Hicks said.
The team will lose seven seniors
at the end of this year. Most of the
seniors are happy with their last
season.
"It's hard to accept the fact that
my soccer career is over. When
something has been a huge part of
your life for 16 years, it's hard to let
go. Although I'm sure soccer will
alw ays be a part of my lif e in some
capacity or another, I don 't think I'll
ever be able to replicate the experience I've had here," Hicks said.

By. SUZANNE SKINNER
MANAGING EDITOR

PHOTO COURTESY OF CANDICE PARENT

Volleyba ll continues to win and looks to NESCAC tournament.

Men s Soccer battles in last game against Tufts
By HEATHER LERSCH
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men's soccer team
ended their season with a disappointing 2-3 loss to Tufts University
Saturday, Nov. 2. The Mules were
disheartened by the loss, but
acknowledged the positive aspects
of their overall season.
"I think that obviously the goal
was to win and to improve recordwise," men's soccer Coach Mark
Serdjenian said. "NESCAC [New
England Small College Athletic
Conference] soccer is tough overall,
but we still had a great game
against Tufts."
The Mules put up a good fight
against the Tuffs Jumbos, holding
on until the end of double overtime.
The game was scoreless until 57
minutes into it, when the Jumbos
made their mark. The Mules quickly ' .'"Counteracted when Ryan
Bocc\izzi '05 slammed the ball past
thej Tufts' goalie without any assistance during the 61st minute to tic
the game, sending it into overtime.
The goal was Boccuzzi's first of
the season and, was added to a
team-high of six assists.
Following this excitement, the
Mules' defense was un able to h old

The sop homores and
f reshmen were huge
contributors this
year. We will miss
the seniors next
y ear, but we're looking f orward...
^ 1B
££

— Mark Serdjenian
Men's Soccer Coach
out against another goal made by
the Jumbos iri the 89th minute of the
game.
. The Mules' offense quickl y
returned the favor. Michael Jarcho
'03 once again tied the game, sending it into double-overtime.
"We scored with a minute left, so
we had a momentum going and still
were hopefu l," Jarcho said. "We
definitel y had a chance; we had
more th an a chance [going into
overtime]."
The game ended when Tufta
player David DeLuca '03 scored in

Football defense dominates Tufts
By ZACH RUSSEM

STAFFWRITER

After n very di sappo inting loss to
Bates Coll ege, in which the Colby

football team played its most undisciplined game of the year, the Mules
looked to respond with a win
against the TUfts University Jumbos.
After winning their first three
games, the Jum bos came into the
game against Colby riding a threegame losing streak for n 3-3 overall
record .
Tlie Mules established a 9-0 lead
by halftime and held on for tho victory nnd the ir first shutout of the
season. Each port of the team , playe d
an impressive game.
Special teams was theY first to
strike when Brandon Irwin '04
blocked a Tufts punt in the first
quarter, Irwin's outstanding effort
lpft the Colby offense with only. 24
yards to go for the score,
After a critical fourth dowiv conversion running back Aaron Stepka
'05 capped the drive with a 6-yard
touchdown run, Colby missed tlie
extra point, but had grabbed tlie
earl y lend 6-0, Slcpka 's touchdown

was his league-leading ninth,
The Mules increased their lead
late in the second quarter. On a
Tufts ' fourth down and three inside
Colby territory, linebacker Jeff Owen
'03 sacked the
Jumbos' quarterback for a 17yard loss, After
taking over on
downs,
the
Mules
would
drive the field on
15 plays
in
almost
seven
minutes to set up
a 30-yard field
goal b y John
Goss '06 in the

The men and women's cross-country teams would like to put last weekend's New England Small College
Athletic Conference Championship
Meet behind them. Both teams lost and
are looking to the New England
Division in Championships for
redemption.
The men's cross-country team finished 9th out of 11 teams, just behind
Wesleyan University and Amherst
College.
"We should be ahead of Amherst
and Wesleyan," Coach James Wescott
said. "Three of the top seven runners
had good races, the others didn't."
Co-Captain Justin Sukiennik'03 led
die Mule pack finishing 22nd with a
time of 26:39.16.
"We definitely made some tactical
errors," Debra Aitken, women's crosscountry coach said. "Our top runners
were not where they should have
been."
Cominginto the championship, the
Mules knew they to start well, but they
failed to sprint ahead at the start of the
race and couldn't make up for lost
time.
Karina Johnson '05 and Mary
Phelps'04 were close to 50th place at
the 1-mile mark. They sped up, and
passed some of the competition, but
Johnson finished 41st and Phelps was
right behind her in the 44th.

"They both finished strong, but you;
just can't make up that much ground1
in that competitive of a race," Aitken
'.
said.
Both the men and women's crosscountry teams are confident they can:
redeem themselves at the NewEngland Division IH Championships,'
';
Nov. 16.
¦
"If you can be in the top 10 in Div.*
Ills, you're running pretty well,".
Wescott said. "I'm really confident that
we can repeat our top 10 finish of last;
year."
"I don't think we'll make the same;
mistake again," Aitken said. "[The;
NESCAC Championship Meet] was
definitely a disappointing meet. Oiu.
athletes are not happy with their per-'
formance and they're ready to pull if
together, and put everything oh tKe' .• 7 li
line at Div. HI New Englands."
Aitken hopes the Mules finish iri
the 12th spot or higher. The top five
teams and top nine individuals will
qualif y for nationals. According to"
Aitken, Phelps and Johnson could
potentially qualify.
"They're going to have to have an;
outstanding race, but they're capable
of doing that. Anything can happen."Both the men and women's crosscountry teams consider the ECAC
Championship, Nov. 9, an unimpcir.
tant meet. Wescott said it would be
practice for the men. Aitken is sending
her bottom six runners and letting the
top seven rest.

defense over Tufts wns the culmination of a season of impressive efforts,
The Mules' defense has not allowed
an opponent to score more than 19
points in any game this season.
"If was a great
pract ice week, our
best of the season,
The defense wns
nbl e to cl i ck as a
team, with the linemen, l ineback ers

g"g* The def ense
was able to
click as a team, with
the linemen, linebackers, and def ensive backs working
together.

nnd

b acks

defensive
working

together," defensive end and CoCop ln i n
Mike
DiStefnno '03 said.
Owen led the
final minute of
defense with seven
thp first hnlf. The
tackles, two for a
'
' ¦' ¦ - < " . , , ¦ , • ¦ '
'' 7 , ,
. '
field goal put the
los
; —-Mike DiStef ario s of yardage, an
Mules ahead by
well as a pass
9 points,
Football Captain deflection and n
The second
sack , to go alon g
half would see no scoring by either witp his four punts for on average o(
¦ '
team ns. the Colby defense allowed 41 yards,
,
Tufts only qn'e first down and four in
Other major contributors to the
the entire game, while allowing n shutout were C6-Gnptnln Mike
mere 76-ynrds of tota l offense,
The shutout on mod by the
Continued on Pa ge 9
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Men 's soccer f i g h t sf o r control of the ball in a tough match.
the 104th minute, making the score
2-3.
"I felt like despite the loss it was
a good game to end on career-wise,
and season-wise for me," J archo
said.
The Mules ended their season
with a record of 6-8 overall, Despite
som e dis a ppo i ntment , the team
held together and kept their spirits

"We were obviously disappointed not to have a win for the
seniors," Serdjenian said, "but there
is still encouragement for next year
Th e sop homores and freshmer
were huge contributors this year
We will miss the seniors next year'
but we're looking forward to the
future as well."

I-PLAY COMPETITIVE FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
1. RICE AND BEANS 4-1
2. I PLAY CHAMPS 2002 3-1
3. SHOWTIME GEESE 2-1
4. MK AND ASHLEY 3-2 .
SPRINGFIELD HIGH 3-2
6. SHEEHAN'S MOM 4-3
7. VARSITY 2-2
8. NO TOWN ASS CLOWNS 1-2

BEN WINSTON'S WAR PIGS 1-2 ,
9. SICK NASTY 1-3
_
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Women 's rugby earns
3rd place In New
England

Field hockey's
NESCAC run stopped
In overtime
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